1. Course submitted for RI Designation:
   ECO 2023 Honors Principles of Macroeconomics – Dr. Chris Boudreaux
   Course package uploaded to CANVAS
2. Approve October 27, 2022 - meeting minutes
3. UG Research certificate - Petition for waiver/substitution
   a. Al-Hraki, Leena - OURI approved Petition for waiver/substitution of dissemination
      requirement. Leena presented at the 2021 and 2022 UG Research symposium
4. Discussion of RI Designation guidelines to include considerations for Lit review type assignments
   within lower division courses, (T Hindle based on example of previously approved exception of
   two sequence DIR for 6 credits)
5. Undergraduate Research Certificate Updates
6. Faculty incentive plan updates:

Updates:

- Support for Faculty teaching RI designated courses-Spring 2023:
  The following RI courses applied for a total of 6 GRCs.
  i. A&L/Broderick – ART3911C – 1 GRC
  ii. EDU/Meredith – EDF3913 – 1 GRC
  iii. EDU/Krill – PCB4832C – 1 GRC
  iv. ENG-OME/Beaujean – EOC4804 – 2 GRC
  v. HON/Rowell – PSY3213 – 1 GRC